
 

 

Linden Tree Bungalow development, Wolston -- S14/064 
 

 
I wish to make the following comments and observations for Stage 2 revisions. 

 
1) At the time of  purchase of the property  what prior information, if any, existed in 
the public domain which related to the land being considered for future 
development. e.g. draft document published by the Council. 
 
2) Royal Town Planning Institute - Code of Conduct states that "members must 
disclose to their employer any potential Conflict of Interest". In their capacity of 
Planning Officers within RBC was this declared and documented in writing at the 
time of putting forward their property for development? 
 
3) Code of Practice 4B : states that all applications submitted by Councillors and 
Officers shall ensure that they notify the Head of Growth and the Monitoring Officer 
in writing of their submission. Was this just a verbal acknowledgement or where and 
when was this documented? 
Codes of Conduct usually talk about not only doing the right thing but being seen to 
do the right thing.  
 
4) The Wolston Site Allocations Development Pack released 27th May 2016 and 
revised 9th June 2016 resulted in limited evaluation time. The subsequent  A4 flyer  
(copy enclosed) received on the 21st June 2016 from the Wolston Neighbourhood 
Plan Team presented even less time to evaluate before open discussion on the 
25th June 2016.  
 
This  document also stated that S14/064 would "probably go ahead"  
therefore implying that the decision had already been taken prior to the date of the 
meeting!  
 
 The document also stated that Site  S14/009 was "still under consideration" what 

was the decision? ............was any taken?  if so where is this documented?? 
 
The rear page of the flyer refers as follows: "All sites submitted will be considered 

and evaluated by RBC", and  that the Neighbourhood Plan team will "continue 
to work closely with the PLANNERS at RBC" .........surely this was not correct 
procedure 

 
5) To comply to RBC dates and schedules there was insufficient discussion time 
allocated during the local Neighbourhood Planning Team evaluation, a major 
decision such as this should have involved neighbour consultation and discussion 
at an early stage. 
 
 
 
6) Other alternative sites namely S16108,S14/030,S16067 and S14/029 should 
have been researched further, a Road Safety Audit (Stage 1) could have established 
improved highway safety, investigatory work by WCC Highways along with other 
substantive transport work was essential and not carried out, a cursory look at site 



 

 

frontage(s) was insufficient.   
 
7) Creating a new access road would require demolition of existing Linden Tree 
bungalow, effectively this reduces the housing development from 15 units to 14, 
hardly in line with the National Housing policy of increasing the number of homes! 
 
8) Any new road would have an adverse affect on our security and privacy. 
 
9)  Approximately five years ago the owners sought planning consent to modernise 
and extend their property. As part of the process an RBC planning officer visited my 
property and during discussions confirmed that Linden Tree land was within the 
green belt. Subsequently, as part of the  Wolston Neighbourhood Plan this 
boundary was extended to bring Linden Tree within a redefined village boundary. 
 
I note repeated past references made within the Local Plan of the need to protect 
the green belt from development, this is further reinforced in an article in the Daily 
Mail (March 5th 2018) stating a directive from Theresa May that “maintaining 
existing protection will mean councils can only amend green belt boundaries if they 
can prove they have fully explored every other reasonable option”  
  
If this development proceeds then RBC will not have complied with this directive, 
 therefore I request that the Linden Tree development is deferred pending further 
investigation and also research into other alternative Wolston sites which in our 
opinion would be better suited. 
 
 
Regards 
 
 
 
Mr and Mrs R.F. Prescott 
 
20.03.18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


